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ABSTRACT
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) have become the tool
choice in computationally demanding fields such as scientific computing and machine learning. However, supporting
GPUs in virtualized settings like the cloud remains a challenge due to limited hardware support for virtualization. In
practice, cloud providers elide GPU support entirely or resort to compromise techniques such as PCI pass through.
GPU virtualization remains an active research area, fostering
proposals for improvements at all layers of the technology
stack, as well as software solutions based on API remoting,
mediated pass-through, para- and full- virtualization, among
others. The wealth of research leaves practitioners with much
to think about but precious little in terms of usable techniques
and actionable ideas.
This paper revisits GPUvm [59], a Xen-hypervisor-based
full virtualization design for supporting VM access to discrete NVIDIA GPUs. Based on core primitives such as virtual
memory-mapped I/O (MMIO), resource shadowing for GPU
channels and page tables, GPUvm is arguably a high-water
mark for transparency and feature completeness in GPGPU
virtualization. We describe our experience setting up the
most recent open source version, adapting new benchmarks,
and re-creating experiments described in the original paper.
While we are able to reproduce some reported results, we
also reach a number of contrary findings. We observe that
core functionalities such as para-virtual optimizations and the
FIFO scheduler do not work and that optimizations such as
BAR remapping are mostly ineffective. Full virtualization introduces catastrophic overhead in initialization and GPUvm’s
optimizations, which primarily target those overheads do
so with limited success. The BAND scheduler algorithm
purported to improve fairness over Xen’s default CREDIT
algorithm actually increases maximum unfairness by up to
6%, doing so at the cost of decreasing aggregate throughput
by as much as 8%.

1.

INTRODUCTION

GPUs have become ubiquitous in a number of settings
thanks to steadily increasing compute density, proliferation
of high-level programming frameworks [6, 58, 31], and compelling performance gains in a wide array of application

domains such as machine learning [37, 8, 67, 21]. At the
same time, as applications move inexorably toward the cloud,
GPGPU workloads are largely left behind. Cloud providers
such as Amazon Web Services and Microsoft Azure support VMs with GPUs, but GPGPU virtualization remains
an open research challenge [50, 69, 65, 34, 9, 63]. GPU
virtualization systems based on Xen [59, 61], KVM [35, 5],
VMware [64, 24], as well as API forwarding systems [25, 64]
are available, but cloud providers generally do not use them,
and expose GPUs as exclusive resources through PCI passthrough [1].
A range of virtualization techniques are applicable to GPGPU
compute. Device emulation [17] provides the full functionality of a GPU in software alone. While straight-forward,
for GPUs, which achieve domain-specific performance gains
with specialized hardware, the performance costs of emulation are untenable. API remoting (or API forwarding) [32, 24,
28, 56] forwards high-level API calls issued in VMs to the
host or an appliance VM. The performance of API remoting
comes at a hefty price in lost compatibility, coarse interposition, and limited isolation. Mediated passthrough [61]
interposes security critical interactions with the device, avoiding costly interposition for performance-sensitive common
case interactions; Xen- [61] and KVM-based [5] solutions
have been proposed, but to date, support only Intel integrated
GPUs. The performance, compatibility, and security tradeoffs are dramatic enough that I/O passthrough is still the
most common technique used in production [66]. While it
provides native performance, pass-through does not enable
sharing and VMs monopolize individual physical GPUs. In
full virtualization, the execution environment features a complete, potentially simulated virtual view of the underlying
hardware. Because this enables guests to run unmodified OS
and application binaries, it represents the ideal point in the
design space for compatibility, interposition, and isolation.
Efficient techniques for achieving full virtualization for GPUs
remain elusive.
This paper revisits a recent full virtualization proposal
called GPUvm [59], an open-source implementation for discrete NVIDIA GPUs in the Xen hypervisor. Virtualization is
achieved by classical command forwarding, rate-limited command scheduling, and resource shadowing for page tables,

channels and device contexts. Because GPUvm interposes
guest access to memory-mapped resources and shadows expensive resources such as GPU page tables, the net performance impact of full virtualization is significant. The GPUvm
paper proposes a range of optimizations and para-virtual techniques that ostensibly trade transparency for improved performance, concluding that while overheads for full-virtualization
can be massive, they are potentially amortizable for computeintensive applications; that para-virtualization can improve
the situation dramatically, but is still two or three times slower
than pass-through or native; that fairness can be improved
with a new BAND scheduling algorithm.
Our goals in undertaking this research were to assess the
applicability of GPUvm and/or its core techniques in a production setting, and to gain deeper understanding of the tradeoffs in hypervisor-level GPGPU virtualization. To this end,
we recreate a GPUvm testbed, set up GPUvm, and port a
number of additional benchmarks to the environment. We
find that GPUvm is quite sensitive to configuration and hardware parameters. Not all features described in the paper are
actually functional, usable, or stable, either due to platform
differences we could not eliminate or due to software bugs.
We recreate most experiments in the paper, validating a handful of results, but we arrive at a number of contrary findings
as well. We observe significantly different-from-reported
overheads for full virtualization (up to 73,700% or 23,200%
on average). Para-virtual optimizations do not work, and fullvirtualization optimizations are often ineffective. Scheduling
algorithms purported to improve fairness can decrease fairness by as much as 6% while reducing aggregate performance
by up to 8%.

2.
2.1

Figure 1: The design of GPUvm and system stack.
shadow contexts and shadow GPU channels. A context contains several virtual (guest) channels and every virtual channel maps to a shadow channel. Further, each shadow GPU
channel is associated with a shadow page table. The GPU
scheduler assigns appropriate GPU resources such as physical GPU channels to VMs. Shadowed resources enable the
abstraction of privileged access to deprivileged guests, and
provide an isolation mechanism whereby GPUvm can validate the correctness of changes to these structures made by
guests. In a strict analogy to shadow page tables that were
commonly used to virtualize memory before the emergence
of hardware support for multi-level page tables, GPUvm interposes guest interactions, reflecting changes to guest contexts,
channels, and page tables to their shadow counterparts. The
overheads of interposition and reflecting state are the primary
determinants of performance for GPUvm.
In principle, the design of GPUvm can be extended to
GPUs other than NVIDIA Quadro 6000. Newer GPU device model should be exposed to VMs to support more advanced features. However, the design cannot preclude the
non-trivial overheads of shadowing mechanisms. Although
NVIDIA Quadro 6000 is the only one successfully evaluated
in our experiments, we expect similar characterization results
for other GPU hardware.

BACKGROUND
Gdev

Gdev [39] is a GPU resource management ecosystem
which can operate in either user- or kernel-space. It provides
first-class GPU resource management schemes for multitaksing systems and allows resource sharing between GPU
contexts. To isolate the protection domains sharing GPU
contexts, Gdev can virtualize the physical GPU into logical
GPUs. Gdev provides a set of low-level APIs for GPGPU
programming, and supports the CUDA 4.0 Driver API [6] on
top of them. Our experiments, we use the Nouveau [2] device
driver and Gdev as the CUDA runtime in DomainU guests.

2.2

2.3

Memory Management

GPUvm supports discrete, PCIe-attached GPUs. GPU
control registers and memory apertures are mapped to PCIe
BARs (base address registers) making GPU configuration and
memory accessible to the driver through memory operations
on those BARs. The NVIDIA Quadro 6000 GPU supported
by GPUvm exposes 4 memory regions (BAR 0,1,3,5) through
PCIe. Memory region 0 (BAR0) is the control space of
the card whose size is 32 MB. MMIO registers of different
engines such as PFIFO and PGRAPH are mapped in this
region using 32-bit addressed non-prefetchable addressing.
Region 1 (BAR1) and Region 3 (BAR3) are prefetchable
instance memory (RAMIN). BAR1 is used for submitting
command requests; a 512 KB poll area resides at the head
of BAR1, populated by 128 (by default) shadow channels.
BAR3 is used for memory aperture. The shadow page tables

Xen-based GPUvm

GPUvm multiplexes GPU hardware resources (such as
memory, PCIe BARs, and channels, etc.) among Xen Hardware Virtual Machines (HVMs). Figure 1 shows the design
overview presented by the original paper. GPUvm exposes
a native GPU device model (NVIDIA Quadro 6000 NVC0
GPU) to every VM, so that guests are able to run unmodified
GPU applications and device drivers. All operations upon
the GPU device models are intercepted by making MMIO
regions in memory inaccessible, which enables interposition
based on the resulting page faults. Interposed operations
are redirected to a GPU access aggregator using a simple
client-server communication protocol.
GPUvm creates a GPU context for each VM, along with
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map BAR address to VRAM address. GPUvm intercepts the
data access to BAR3 and then reflects the access to VRAM.
GPUvm partitions BAR3 statically across a preconfigured
maximum number of supported VMs, so that VMs can access
the corresponding VRAM partitions. Region 5 is a 128-byte
area of I/O ports used to access BAR0 or BAR1 indirectly.
Para-virtualization fails to run on our machine possibly due to
the hardware: it utilizes BAR4 which is not exposed through
PCIe on our machine.
GPUvm utilizes 0 GB–4 GB VRAM area by default. 4 GB–
6 GB region is reserved for hypervisor. GPUvm partitions
poll area of BAR1, BAR3, and VRAM statically and equally,
so that the physical memory space and MMIO space are partitioned into multiple sections of continuous address space.
For example, each of N running VMs can use 4/N GB memory. The number of VMs is hard-coded and GPUvm needs
to be reconfigured and recompiled each time we want to run
different number of VMs simultaneously.

2.4

so as to enable fairer GPU utilization for non-preemptive
burst workloads. Because the scheduler runs in CPU code,
the GPU can be idle while the scheduler executes, GPU
utilization can drop below 100% [59]. To avoid this, both
CREDIT and BAND schedulers account CPU time consumed
by the scheduler as GPU time.
Benchmark
backprop
hotspot
lud†
srad†
srad2
loop
madd†
mmul
fmadd
fmmul
memcpy†
gaussian*
nn*
pathfinder*†

Optimizations

Not surprisingly, naïve full-virtualization based on shadowed resources can have non-trivial overheads, often multiple
orders of magnitude slowdowns. GPUvm synchronizes guest
GPU channel descriptors and shadow GPU descriptors by
intercepting all data accesses through PCIe BARs, which
invokes the hypervisor every time the BARs are accessed.
GPUvm synchronizes the contents of guest page tables and
shadow page tables on every TLB flush. Worse, GPUvm
cannot intercept GPU-side page faults, so it must scan the
entire guest page table to find the modified entries. These
two sources of overhead are ameliorated by BAR3 remapping and lazy shadowing techniques. In the BAR3 remapping
optimization, BAR3 accesses are passed-through; in the lazy
shadowing optimization, GPUvm updates the shadow page
tables only when they are referenced: only when memory
apertures are read/written or when GPU kernels are started.

2.5

needle*†
idle*†
heartwall
bfs
shm
memcpy_pinned
memcpy_async

Description
Back propagation (pattern recognition)
Hotspot (physics simulation)
256x256 matrix LU decomposition
Speckle reducing anisotropic diffusion
(imaging)
SRAD with random pseudo-inputs
Long-loop compute without data
1024x1024 matrix addition (104 ×)
1024x1024 matrix multiplication
1024x1024 matrix floating addition
1024x1024 matrix floating multiplication
64 MB of HtoD and DtoH
256x256 matrix Gaussian elimination
k-nearest neighbors classification
Search shortest paths through 2-D maps
Needleman-Wunsch algorithm
(bioinformatics)
Idle for-loop
Track movement of a mouse heart
Breadth-First Search
Allocate and Access GPU shared memory
memcpy using pinned host I/O memory
memcpy asynchronously

Table 1: GPU benchmarks. Entries in green are new additions; gray entries are workloads that fail outright in our
testbed. Benchmarks with † function correctly with BAR3
remapping; others do not.

3.

METHODOLOGY

Experiments in this paper use a Dell Precision 3620 workstation with NVIDIA Quadro 6000 NVC0 GPU. Xen IOMMU
support is disabled as GPUvm does not use Intel Virtualization Technology for Directed I/O (VT-d). Each guest is a
Xen Hardware Virtual Machine (HVM) with 1 VCPU, 4 GB
memory and 20 GB disk.
The documentation and comments in the code provide
clues to find a combination of hardware and software that
actually functioned with GPUvm [59]. However a significant
effort was still required. We found that Fedora-16 as both
guest and host OS minimized dependences and code modifications required to bring the system up. Linux Kernel 3.6.5
was patched with the Gdev [39] module side patches (for
Nouveau). We encountered a number of bugs which cause
BAR3 remapping optimization and para-virtualization to fail:
related issues were posted on GitHub [3] but they remain
unfixed. The errors may result from platform differences or
software bugs: for example, the BAR addresses shown in PCI
device list are different from those commented in the source
code; the detected BAR3 address is also inconsistent with the
real hardware address.
We install, run, and test the latest available open-source
version of GPUvm [4] which is based on Xen 4.2.0. We use
Gdev at commit 605e69e7, which was the latest version

Virtual GPU Scheduler

The job of the virtual GPU scheduler is to share the GPU
time across VMs fairly. The scheduler is the lowest logical layer of GPUvm, and functions by orchestrating GPU
contexts submission of commands to physical GPU. Because GPUs are in general non-preemptive1 , and workloads
bursty, [39, 52, 33], true fairness and performance isolation
are unattainable, but best-effort heuristics which approximate
them on average over time are possible. GPUvm supports
three virtual GPU schedulers, including a simple FIFO implementation, the Xen default CREDIT [14], and the BAND
(bandwidth-aware non-preemptive device) scheduler from
Gdev [39]. In the CREDIT scheduler, each VM maintains
a periodically-refreshed budget of credit and a threshold to
prevent over-utilization of the GPU. The BAND scheduler
extends CREDIT by lowering the virtual GPU’s priority only
when the budget is exhausted and utilization exceeds the
bandwidth. Additionally, it inserts wait time after GPU kernel
completion if the kernel over-utilizes its assigned bandwidth,
1 While this trend is changing with the emerging NVIDIA Pascal
architecture, it is true of all GPU hardware available at the time
GPUvm was written, and remains true of most commonly available
discrete GPUs.
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when GPUvm was under active development. While that
version of Gdev supports Linux kernel 3.6, its kernel mode
requires the much older NVCC 4.2 compiler to build CUDA
binaries (cubins). GPUvm has a dependency on the C++
Boost library, requiring us to build Boost 1.4.7 manually from
source (Boost ≥ 1.4.8 makes incompatible changes to the
thread library). All components are compiled by GCC 4.6.3
and NVCC 4.2. We found that building with newer GCC
forces non-trivial modifications such as fixing memset parameters and including realtime extensions library (librt), and as
observed previously, the kernel-mode Gdev works only with
NVCC 4.2.
We attempted to use other Linux distribution like Ubuntu
12.04 LTS and 14.04 LTS, however, we found that components including Xen 4.2, Boost 1.4.7, GPUvm A3 tool could
not be built with the native system packages. In principle,
GPUvm may be ported to Ubuntu 12.04 with some non-trivial
fixes. Some native packages such GCC and binutils need
to be downgraded, and GPUvm (Xen and A3 tool) can be
compiled successfully, but Xen’s PM-Timer fails consistency
check on our machine during booting, so we abandoned the
effort. Even Fedora-16 required significant effort to achieve
a compatible configuration of the Network Security Services
Utilities Library (NSS) to enable networking and fix Yum, but
gave the fewest warnings and errors. NVIDIA Quadro 6000
NVC0 GPU is the only one that is usable during our test.
NVIDIA Quadro 2000M NVC3 , GeForce GTX 760 NVE4,
Quadro P6000 GP102 GPUs cannot be initialized by either
Nouveau 3.6.5 or GPUvm itself. But reasonably, GPUvm
can be extended to support these other GPU models.

3.1

full-virtualization and optimized full-virtualization methods.
We evaluate the GPUvm platforms shown in Table 2.
Platform
FV-Naïve
FV-BAR-Remap
FV-Shadow
FV-Optimized
Passthrough
Native

Description
Full-virtualization (FV), no optimizations
FV + BAR3 remapping
FV + lazy shadowing optimization.
FV + BAR3 remapping + lazy shadowing
Xen VGA passthrough.
The host system (no Xen).

Table 2: GPUvm platforms used in this evaluation.

4.

EVALUATION

We measure boot time, application performance, BAR3 accesses, shadow page table updates, and compare performance
isolation (fairness). Guest boot and application performance
are measured by wall-clock time and Linux timing utility.
Other metrics are collected through the GPU access aggregator. As Figure 1 shows, all GPU operations are interposed
by the aggregator, which provides a convenient way to probe
MMIO or page table accesses. BAR3 access can be measured
by counting read/write commands submitted to the context.
Shadow page tables are updated when shadow channels are
flushed. To measure the scheduler we use a separate sampler thread. When a command is submitted and executed by
the scheduler thread, the used GPU time is reported to the
sampler. The sampler wakes up every 100 ms in our tests
and outputs the GPU utilization of each context (VM). We
examine CREDIT and BAND schedulers on two, four, and
eight VMs.

Benchmarks

The GPUvm paper evaluated 16 representative benchmarks.
4.1 Boot
To recreate this evaluation we ported and modified 9 Rodinia
The wall-clock time for booting the different GPUvm platbenchmarks [20] and 7 Gdev benchmarks. 11 of them are
forms is shown in Table 3. With GPU virtualization enabled,
in the GPUvm paper, but because we do not have the source
the guest takes much longer to boot. During boot, BAR3 is
of original benchmarks, the implementations, configurations
written 308,932 times and read 78,736 times, and the shadow
and test data may be slightly different.
page table is updated 6 times. BAR3 remapping is more
We ported several additional benchmarks from Rodinia
effective than lazy shadow updates because BAR3 access
which were not evaluated (or reported) in the original pais quite frequent. Nonetheless, the boot time amplifications
per, and provided data for the handful benchmarks which
are all in the 7-8× range, which is a significant overhead to
execute correctly in our testbed. All benchmarks are listed
impose on VM startup.
in Table 1. Newly ported ones are marked with an asterisk (*) and marked in green. Benchmarks marked with
Platform
Time (seconds) Relative
gray background fail to run or fail occasionally. Rodinia’s
FV-Naive
315
8.3x
FV-BAR-Remap
283
7.4x
heartwall and Gdev’s shm fail on the Gdev version we
FV-Shadow
312
8.2x
use. bfs, memcpy_pinned, and memcpy_async someFV-Optimized
282
7.4x
times fault in our environment. All of them hang Gdev’s
FV-Passthrough
38
1.0x
__gmemcpy_to_device_p or __gmemcpy_to_device_np
function (copy host buffer to device memory w/o pipelining)
Table 3: Guest boot time.
when polling fences. We modify the kernel of madd to run
10,000 times so that the kernel execution time is long enough
to dominate the runtime. We extend the scheduler evaluation,
4.2 Performance
which in the original paper used madd and long-madd (5
Figure 2 shows the execution time of the 16 benchmarks
times madd).
on the 6 platforms. The execution time, shown in logarithmic
scale is shown relative to native performance. For the bench3.2 Platforms
marks evaluated in the GPUvm paper, we also plot the data
We find that the para-virtualization optimizations simply
from that paper for reference with textured bars. However,
do not work in our environment, and our attempts to fix them
as the source codes of benchmarks are unavailable, the imwere unsuccessful. Consequently, this paper only evaluates
plementation, configuration, and test data may be different.
4

The difference can be seen in Figure 4 as well. But these
reference data presents the expected performance pattern and
helps determine which platforms actually work.
The data show that the non-trivial overheads of full virtualization reported by the original paper are even more nontrivial in our environment. For example, 9 of the benchmarks
are slowed-down by over 100× on FV-Naïve. idle and
madd have the least slowdown because the kernel execution is the dominant phase of runtime. Once a kernel is
launched, its performance is very close to that on the native
platform. Benchmarks with short kernel execution time (such
as backprop) are slowed down many hundreds of times.
Contrary to the findings of the GPUvm paper, BAR3
remapping optimization does not work in some cases, and is
often minimally effective at best. For example, FV-Optimized
runs lud three times slower than FV-BAR-Remap. Figure 4
in Section 4.4 shows the breakdown of runtime which provides insight into the inefficacy of BAR3 remapping, and
shows that most overhead is in initialization phases of workloads.

4.3

case, by margins as high as 6%.
Moreover, aggregate throughput of BAND is lower than
CREDIT because of deliberately inserted idle phases, which
worsens as the number of concurrently running VMs rises,
as shown in Figure 3. BAND always sacrifices throughput
relative to CREDIT. In 8VM case, BAND encounters as much
as 8% throughput loss relative to CREDIT.
The design of GPUvm’s schedulers enables CPU schedulers to be adopted as GPU schedulers. Other optimizations
for CREDIT scheduler such as I/O-intensive and computeintensive domain distinction, shared scheduling [19], and
dynamic time slice [68, 22] can also be applied. Consequently, we conclude contrary to the GPUvm paper, that the
CREDIT scheduler is clearly preferable.

4.4

Breakdown

A typical running application spends its time on device
initialization, memory allocation, data generation, memory
copy (from/to device), kernel execution, result verification,
memory free, and device close. We pay close attention to the
following six phases:
• Init: initialize Gdev, device, context, load modules.
• MemAlloc: device memory allocation.
• HtoD: data transmission from host to device.
• DtoH: data transmission from device to host.
• Launch: kernel execution time
• Close: unload modules, free device memory, destroy
context.
Figure 4 shows the breakdown of the GPU applications’
execution time. On a native machine, different types of applications may cost most time on Init, Launch, or memory
copy phases HtoD and DtoH. However, on VM with fullvirtualized GPU, most tested benchmarks spend major time
on Init phase. The overheads of Init and Close are
reduced by BAR3 remapping and lazy shadowing optimizations significantly. For example, Table 6 shows the slowdown
of Init and Close of needle benchmark, for which the
BAR remapping optimization works properly. The time is
normalized by that on the native system.
Furthermore, the experiments show that the optimizations
have tiny influence to the other phases. It also shows that
some GPU optimization features like pipelining memcpy
will not help much as the most significant overhead is caused
by Init phase.

Performance Isolation

We find that Gdev hangs when using the FIFO scheduler for GPUvm. However, the CREDIT [14] and BAND
(bandwidth-aware non-preemptive device) [39] schedulers
work well in our testbed. We recreate test cases by running
madd benchmark (1024x1024 matrix addition for 10,000
times) on two, four, and eight VMs simultaneously, and measure the GPU utilizations of each VM. Both BAR3 remapping
and lazy shadowing optimizations are enabled.
GPU utilization per VM when using CREDIT and BAND
schedulers are shown in Figure 5, sampled over 500 millisecond intervals. While we recreate similar experiments
from the paper using 100 millisecond intervals, with similarlooking results, but we do not present the data. Utilization
over 100 millisecond intervals fluctuates wildly and provides
little additional insight over the 500 ms case. Both schedulers
are fundamentally challenged to provide fairness over short
time intervals because there is no cross-kernel concurrency,
and GPU kernels cannot be preempted. The granularity can
be increased with shorter scheduling periods, due to high
variance in the length of GPU commands (e.g. between 1 ms
and 3,000 ms in the madd benchmark) the shorter period
only increases aggregate overhead.
The BAND scheduler is purported to provide better fairness than the CREDIT owing to two improvements [39]: better adjustment of priority and insertion of idle intervals. If a
guest happens to be inactive when CREDIT scheduler replenish the credits, the guest has to wait to have GPU resources
in the next scheduling. While the original paper concludes
that lower amplitude fluctations indicate better fairness, we
interpret the data (both theirs and ours) differently. Figure 5
primarily shows the fluctuating throughput that derives from
non-preemptive time-slicing over too-short intervals. Indeed,
the BAND scheduler is not necessarily always fairer than
CREDIT. Table 4 and 5 shows typical breakdowns of runtime
on each VM (for space, 8VM result is omitted). We compute
both the Jain’s fairness index [36] and the maximum unfairness for 2VM, 4VM, and 8VM cases, and under both metrics,
CREDIT is actually fairer than BAND for all but the 8VM

4.5

BAR3 Remapping

BAR3 remapping optimization is useful to reduce the execution time. The number of BAR3 accesses are measured
as Table 7. With BAR3 remapping enabled, the number
of BAR3 accesses received by GPU channel descriptors is
reduced greatly. However, the benchmark does not speed
up in most cases. As shown in Table 2, BAR3 remapping
works only for needle, srad, idle on all platforms,
and for pathfinder, madd, lud, memcpy for some
FV optimized cases.
GPUvm paper measured the total size of data written to
BAR3. The result is cited in Table 7. Typically each write
is 4 bytes, so in our testbed, the system writes 100× data
to BAR3. This is one of the reasons for the slowdown of
GPUvm.
5

Figure 2: Relative execution time of the GPU benchmarks. Note use of logarithmic scale. Lower is better. Textured bars represent
the data as reported in the original paper.

2VM
4VM

VM0
VM1
VM0
VM1
VM2
VM3

Init
1,466.12
2,615.47
16,432.53
14,012.28
14,073.08
16,447.93

MemAlloc
2.71
2.11
1.98
28.43
2.65
2.13

HtoD
582.94
447.74
859.12
2,355.17
2,412.51
887.87

Launch
67,781.37
69,269.52
143,761.77
141,273.89
143,523.52
134,802.56

DtoH
17.03
17.52
30.32
71.07
29.61
141.45

Close
142.56
283.45
151.47
142.27
145.54
572.07

Total
69,992.74
72,635.81
161,237.18
157,883.11
160,186.90
152,854.01

Table 4: Performance isolation with CREDIT scheduler (milliseconds).
2VM
4VM

VM0
VM1
VM0
VM1
VM2
VM3

Init
3,424.71
2,871.53
11,490.90
1,456.02
13,057.86
16,784.81

MemAlloc
1.99
11.78
33.97
782.84
3.99
2.31

HtoD
478.37
552.54
1,537.76
2,124.68
3,685.73
621.93

Launch
67,544.55
71,338.09
151,125.25
147,844.38
149,233.05
148,983.27

DtoH
19.78
17.21
114.93
71.56
45.69
13.96

Close
339.45
100.12
103.96
97.49
118.11
275.86

Total
71,808.84
74,891.26
164,406.77
152,376.97
166,144.42
166,682.13

Table 5: Performance isolation with BAND scheduler (milliseconds).

Init
Close

Naïve
850x
1,260x

BAR-remap
150x
1,075x

Shadow
750x
200x

Optimized
60x
165x

Table 6: Slowdown of Init and Close of needle.
As shown in Figure 2, srad has relatively small slowdown
on FV-BAR-Remap and FV-Optimized, because the memory
copy phase DtoH is the dominant and it significantly benefits
from the BAR3 access optimization. srad2 with the similar
working pattern should have the analogous feature, but BAR3
remapping does not work correctly for that benchmark.
Figure 3: Average runtime of madd when executed simultane-

4.6

ously on different number of VMs (seconds).

Lazy Shadowing

Since GPUvm cannot interpose page faults caused by
GPU [30], it must scan the entire page table to detect mod6

Figure 4: Breakdown of execution time for all benchmarks.

R
backprop
gaussian
hotspot
lud
nn
pathfinder
needle
srad
srad2
idle
loop
madd
mmul
fmadd
fmmul
memcpy

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

BAR3 access
Write
Write
Naïve
Remap
165,600
10
165,558
10
164,916
10
165,636
10
165,006
10
166,072
10
166,594
10
166,696
10
168,122
10
164,838
0
164,836
0
165,210
0
165,208
0
165,216
0
165,218
0
166,416
0

SPT update
Write
bytes†
7,280
/
6,736
7,240
/
/
/
6,352
6,248
/
6,696
6,648
6,672
6,680
6,688
6,168

FV-N

FV-O

40
34
34
30
32
34
34
52
40
30
30
34
34
34
34
26

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
6

FV

PT
PV

API-R

Table 7: Count for BAR3 accesses and GPU shadow page table updates. FV-N and FV-O represent full virtualization naïve
and optimized respectively. Write bytes† uses data from the
original paper.

name
GPUvm [60]
HSA-KVM [34]
gVirt [62]
Amazon GPU [10]
GPUvm [60]
LoGV [29]
SVGA2 [24]
GPUvm [60]
GViM [32]
gVirtuS [28]
vCUDA [56]
vmCUDA [64]
rCUDA [25, 51]
GridCuda [43]
SnuCL [40]
VCL [13]

UL
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

UOS
X
X
X
X
X

I
X
X
X

F
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

M
X

X

X
X

X

Table 8: Comparison of existing GPU virtualization proposals, grouped by approach. The UL and UOS columns indicate
ability to support unmodified guest libraries and OS. I and F
indicate cross-domain isolation and some attempt to support
fairness or performance isolation. M shows support for VM
migration.

ifications in the guest page table. The TLB is flushed by
device driver when a page table entry is updated, and GPUvm
intercepts the TLB flush to detect page table updates, subsequently scanning and reflecting the difference to the shadow
page table. Because TLB flushes can be frequent, the page
table scan can introduce significant overhead. GPUvm uses
a “Update-on-Reference” mechanism to reduce the overhead.
only update shadow page tables
The shadow page table update count shown in Table 7 is
identical to [59]. However, the performance impact is significantly different: the lazy shadowing optimization speeds up
the applications by around 20%.

5.

RELATED WORK

GPU Virtualization. Support for GPU virtualization at the
OS [38, 39, 52, 57, 41, 53, 46, 49] and hypervisor [65, 34]
are active research areas. A number of deployable VDI and
graphics virtualization solutions [24, 42] support graphics
frameworks [18, 55, 45]; VDI-targeted graphics cards [48, 11]
simplify the design by mapping static partitions of the hard7

Figure 5: VMs’ GPU utilizaton with the CREDIT and BAND schedulers.
ware to SR-IOV virtual functions. GPGPU support solutions
have been proposed for Xen [61, 32, 59, 56, 15], KVM [35],
and VMware[24]. API remoting forwards guest API calls, to
a host, appliance VM, control domain OS [32, 56, 28, 64] or
remote server [25, 51, 43, 13, 28, 47]. NVIDIA Docker [7]
exposes GPUs in a container, enabling docker images that can
be deployed on any GPU-enabled infrastructure, but GPUs
are assigned to containers and not shared. Table 8 compares a
number of virtualization systems from the research literature,
grouping them according to fundamental technique.
GPU Scheduling. GPUvm extends CPU scheduling and
virtual GPU scheduling techniques from Xen [15]. Diverse
GPU resource scheduling methods have been proposed at
different levels in the software stack [38, 16, 26, 52, 54] with
different tradeoffs between performance and isolation.
IOMMU Emulation. GPUvm depends heavily on MMIO
accesses, so an efficient IOMMU implementation would improve its performance greatly. rIOMMU [44] replaces the
virtual memory page table hierarchy with a circular flat table
to improve the throughput. vIOMMU [12] proposes an efficient IOMMU emulation optimized by optimistic teardown
and sidecore emulation.
Performance Comparison. Previous work [27] presents a
comprehensive performance comparison of virtual machines
and Linux containers. The closest work in GPU virtualization
compares GPU passthrough performance on virtual machines
and containers [66]. These works reveal features of these
virtualization techniques, and post a performance guideline
for future works.

6.

comparing various metrics against those from the original
paper. We find that para-virtualization and FIFO scheduler
do not work; BAR remapping is ineffective for several workloads. We verify that GPUvm provides a full-virtualization
architecture at the hypervisor, and that two optimizations
can be useful to reduce initialization overheads. We additionally show intolerable slowdown for full-virtualization,
amplified relative to the original results. Promising future
avenues include vIOMMU [12] and SR-IOV [23]. The coarse
granularity of virtual GPU schedulers results from the nonpreemption of GPU commands. The static partition of PCIe
BARs limits the number of VMs, but it can be solved by
dynamic allocation.

7.
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